FIRE SAFETY IN THE
CONSTRUCTION INDUSTRY:
WHAT YOU NEED TO KNOW

BREAKFAST SEMINAR
WHEN:
TIME:		
			
WHERE:

Thursday 7th July 2022
8:00am: Arrival & Breakfast Sandwiches
8:30am - 10:00am: Seminar
Double Tree by Hilton, Leeds, LS1 4BR

SPEAKERS:
Daniel Silberstein 		
David Spires			
Steve Exwood			
Neil Morley

We’d like to invite you to an interactive breakfast seminar, exploring
fire safety in the construction industry.

- Hawkswell Kilvington
- Hawkswell Kilvington
- Romero Insurance Brokers
- Interpath

In the wake of major events and subsequent changes in legislation,
it’s essential to take stock of the current landscape, and how it
impacts your construction business.
WHAT WE’LL DISCUSS

RSVP by THURSDAY
30TH JUNE
Claire Crawshaw

• Recent changes in legislation and the current state of play
regarding liability for cladding and external façades.
• Insurance challenges caused by the problems facing the industry
and what you can do to access PI/other relevant insurances.
• Practical steps you can take to prepare for the inevitable impact
of legislative changes and insurance challenges.

CCrawshaw@hklegal.co.uk
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is the UK’s
leading independent insurance broker. With over 25 years’ experience protecting
construction businesses of all shapes and sizes, we understand the risks your business
faces, and how to protect you against them. We’re proud to boast the largest corporate
broking team in the North of England, which paired with our 25 person strong Claims
Centre of
Excellence
gives us the resources and expertise to deliver the best for our clients.
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is an award winning specialist law firm dedicated to addressing and resolving construction
and engineering industry issues. According to Chambers & Partners Hawkswell Kilvington
Mono white
is “a respected construction and engineering boutique with a fine industry reputation”.

is a financial advisory business with a broad range of specialisms that was formed to allow
our people to do what they do best in an agile, independent and conflict-free setting. To
create, defend, preserve, sustain and grow value. To offer something different. To help
organisations facing challenge or opportunity to navigate what’s next.

